


Presently a short, pugnacious officer
with a gun click-clacked up to me.
Through years of practice he had
perfected the art of simultaneously
intimidating several passengers at
different benches, using a sort of
batch processing method. “Where did
you stay in Jerusalem?” he barked
at me briskly.
I took it that I had been found
guilty of something by now, and
that it was just a question of
establishing the details.

A French tourist does
ritual atonement for
his sins in Jerusalem

I spent eight days trying to
understand why Mr Nusseiby
(right) doesn’t think very highly
of Mr Joudeh (left)

One of the thirteen Stations of
the Cross along the Street of
Grief, the path down which
Christ bore his cross



The Doormen of Jesus

The Fish has never attempted to hide the fact that he thinks I am a
suspicious-looking character. It is his belief that I could easily be mistaken
for a terrorist.

“You are fair,” he pointed out once. “You tend to fidget with things,
you glare all the time, your hair is curly like a Palestinian’s, and you look
like the sort of fellow who wouldn’t be able to defend himself with his bare
hands. Nothing less than a Kalashnikov will do.”

I pointed out to him that all sorts of people have all sorts of opinions
on my looks. Several women, believe it or not, have detected a distinct
similarity between me and Omar Sharif.

“So,” continued the Fish inexorably, “when you say your eight days in
Jerusalem were over before you knew they had started, I’m afraid it won’t
wash with me. I know your type. Up to no good. I only hope you had the
sense to steer clear of Israel’s secret service. The dreaded Mossad. They
would have twisted your guts into challah and served it at Passover.”

“Well, since you bring it up, the Mossad and I parted on excellent
terms,” I said frostily. “They sincerely hoped that I had not been
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inconvenienced in any way and, in fact, even gave me a small gift as a token
of their regard for me. I was deeply touched.”

“So!” cried the Fish, unable to believe this unsolicited confession. “They
caught you? You were actually apprehended by the Mossad? And what lies
did you blurt out in your defence?”

“No lies. Only what was true,” I replied, with dignity. “I simply told them
exactly what had happened. I told them I watched a war for eight days. After
a while, they had to believe me. It was the truth.”

“The truth is that it’s a half-truth,” said the Fish. “What you are calling
a war is better described as a fight between two families. That’s known as
a feud.”

“But these two families have been feuding for eight centuries, right since
the Crusades,” I protested. “Those were wars, surely!”

“Perhaps,” said the Fish. “But it doesn’t explain what you did for eight
days in Jerusalem.”

An Introduction to Saladin
The author reaches Jerusalem, barely finds a
place to sleep, and over dinner, is introduced to

an Ottoman king

In order to understand how I spent a week in the Holy City trying to
understand a quarrel between two families, the right place to start is the
evening I reached Jesus country. Jerusalem. Yerushalayim to its ruling Jews.

Operation Desert Storm and the bombing of Baghdad was exactly
eight days away. Saddam Hussein, whom the Americans would later dub
‘The Butcher of Baghdad’ had been promising “the mother of all battles”
for some time now. President George Bush, thin-lipped, rimless and
severe, had been declaring equally firmly that there would be no
compromise; Kuwait would be liberated. He made it sound like the
Crusades all over again.

Unaware of arriving at the ringside of a theatre of war, I got off the bus
and on to the pavement. As the vehicle purred away, I found myself standing
at a streetcorner in a manicured quarter of uptown Jerusalem. Not a soul
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around, not a sound except the swish of a light wind. Clearly the middle
of nowhere.

It was the magical half hour that precedes nightfall. The sun had set,
and I was at a junction between roads: the Yirmeyahu curved away to the
east, while a road called Hamem Gimel forked away to the north. The broad
avenue in front of me was Siderot Herzl. God knows where they led. Behind
me was the Jerusalem Gate Hotel. I decided to haul my luggage into the
hotel and see if they would let me use their telephone. My suitcase suddenly
seemed to weigh a ton.

I had a phone number, and it was of Beit Belgia (Belgium House) within
the campus of the Hebrew University on the Gi’vat Ram. Here I hoped to
find my good friend from Mumbai, the itinerant dancer Astad Deboo. He
had come to Jerusalem upon the invitation of the Rubin Academy of Dance
to teach a two-month course in Kathakali, Kerala’s masked martial dance.

One evening many months earlier in Mumbai, he had, with usual
generosity, made me an offer: “Come to Jerusalem in June, and you won’t
have to worry about where to stay. You can just crash out on the floor of
whichever hostel I am staying in.”

I hoped he still remembered his invitation.
The phone rang for a long time at a desk, clearly unmanned, of the

Hebrew University. I gave up, and turned to the counter clerk. “There is
a bus-stop down the street,” he murmured helpfully. “Someone there will
surely guide you.” He leaned forward and whispered confidentially,
“Shabbath is about to begin.” He meant that the Jews’ weekly day of rest
would soon be upon us, and no one would be there to help if I didn’t hurry.

As I lurched out of the hotel, half dragging, half being dragged by my
titanic suitcase, I reminded myself that I was in the very city where Jesus
Christ had hefted a cross twenty centuries earlier. Surely I ought to be able
to manage a simple suitcase somehow. And I did. Keeping my eyes on a
pretty Talmudic scholar walking sedately ahead of me, head bowed into her
copy of the Torah, I reached the bus-stop. She knew a few words of English,
and directed me into the right bus, which she herself boarded. Turned out
she was headed for the Gi’vat Ram too. With a serene nod, she signalled
where I ought to disembark.
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I collapsed on the sidewalk, suitcase, camera and all, and then, resurrecting
myself, began the slow trek into the vast acres of the deserted university.
The Beit Belgia was empty too.

By the time Astad returned from his evening’s dance workshop, it was
nearly nine, and I was asleep on the steps of a spiral staircase in the foyer.
He shook me awake. “I thought you’d forgotten about Israel,” he said.
“Welcome. Feel like eating something?”

My eight days had begun.
That evening, over supper in the dining hall below, I listened in on a

conversation between members of a visiting British theatre troupe who, like
Astad, were conducting various summer dance courses for the Rubin
Academy. The situation in the Gulf dominated the chatter; the prevailing
opinion seemed to be that war was inevitable, and that there was no way
Israel would not find itself involved.

“Just a little provocation, and Israel will not be able to contain itself,”
said Robert Verbrugge, a volatile and irrepressible Dutch dancer. “They’ll
go in blazing, and then the USA will have to figure out how to deal with
them. You mark my words, we’ve got a good little war brewing up.”

“Nothing new for Israel,” said Christine Carter, from Britain. “They’ve
taken enough wars in their stride. This will be just a minor skirmish.” She
could hardly have guessed how much terror Saddam Hussein’s randomly
aimed flying cigars — the SCUD missiles — would create in Israel over the
weeks that followed.

I seized this opportunity to put in a question. “Not a good time to visit
Israel, is it?”

“On the contrary,” she replied. “Israel is at its best when there’s a war
coming up. You should go down to the Old City, the walled part of
Jerusalem. You’ll see an Israel there that’s survived centuries of bloodshed
and battle. Right back to the time of the Crusades and the Emperor Saladin.”

The conversation veered easily towards the exploits of Saladin the
Conqueror, one of those larger-than-life monarchs, like Genghis Khan and
Tamer Lane, who have captured the western imagination with their fabulous
exploits. This one had apparently been more than a match for his British
counterpart, Richard the Lion-Hearted, being quite as strong but twice as
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subtle. Legend has it that when the crusading armies of Richard finally
reached Jerusalem, the British king, hoping to avoid outright war, sought
audience with Saladin. In the Ottoman king’s court, he asked for a large
slab of granite to be brought in, and then, raising his sword high, he clove
through it as though it had been butter.

“That is truly impressive,” murmured Saladin. “We certainly do not have
such powerful skills.” With this, he called for a length of fine, light muslin
cloth to be fetched, and threw it into the air. As it sailed down, he whipped
out his sword and with blinding speed, sliced through the cloth. “That is
as far as we have managed to reach,” he said.

I was fascinated by this strong and intelligent king. And at night, lying
awake in bed, I wondered if in the Old Walled City of Jerusalem, I might
find a family that could trace its origins back to the days of Saladin.

Lost and Found in the Old City
The author enters the holiest of holies of three
religions, and gets distracted by an insurance

agent from Florida

By ten the next morning, I was standing outside King David’s Gate, one
of the seven entrances into the Old City. The massive pale gold walls, built
from Jerusalem limestone in the mid-1500s, enclose eighty-two hectares
shared by four surcharged religious communities — Jews, Muslims, Christians
and Armenians. Though it is sublimely holy ground for each of them, Old
Jerusalem’s people have known no history other than flight and return,
repair and destruction, re-union and fragmentation through six millennia
of violence.

As you walk about this hill so near to heaven, you may sense the immense
fortitude that the soul needs to survive in history’s crucible, but what you
see will be the tetrapaks and aluminium cans of a modern civilisation, and
fast food wrappers in the same gutters where the blood of a million devout
has flowed, mingled with their tears. The narrow lanes leading away from
King David’s Gate are flanked by souvenir stalls, selling mementos and T-
shirts transfer-printed with Hard Rock Café, and souvenir crosses and
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prayer beads, to tourists in dark glasses, hefting backpacks. It will almost
seem sacrilege to stroll, with a can of Coke in your hand, along via Dolorosa,
the Street of Grief down which Christ carried his cross to the crucifixion.

Sitting on a kerb in one of the gullies near King David’s Gate, I played
a little guessing game with myself. Randomly picking some passer-by who
looked like a native, not a tourist, I would try to guess which quarter he
belonged to, Jewish, Muslim, Christian or Armenian. Then, looking at my
street map, I would try to build up a small scenario regarding where he or
she was headed this morning.

The easy ones were the ultra-Orthodox Jewish clergymen: dressed in
regulation black, double-breasted coats and brimmed felt hats, they’d
generally be seen weaving briskly through the crowds, as though the end
of the world were nigh and they were already running behind schedule. I
do not remember seeing even one who did not wear steel-rimmed spectacles,
or did not look deeply troubled by some inner predicament.

Occasionally, you might see two of them generating temperature and
pressure at a streetcorner, stroking their sidelocks and releasing their
earnest and animated opinions about everyone’s past and Israel’s future.
With an average of six children per family, ultra-Orthodox Jews represent
a rapidly growing and vociferous segment of Israel’s population. To many
liberal Jews, they are the face of a rigid, authoritarian and dogmatic Judaism,
close to dictatorship. Not the sort of chaps you want to stop and ask where
they were headed, but I guessed they’d be on their way to prayers at the
Wailing Wall.

Four gaily laughing women in grey shadors and black cowls, their laughter
tinkling ahead of them, emerged from the bright sunlight of the streetcorner
to my left, and then disappeared into the shaded alley to my right. Their
laughter hovered over the lane for some moments after they had passed.
They were Muslims, judging from their attire, and yet, perhaps not, judging
by the fact that their faces were not shrouded by burqas. I asked a nearby
shopkeeper who seemed to have a comfortable knowledge of English.
“Egyptian Copts,” he said. “They probably live in the lanes around the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre.”

“Why are they so happy?” I asked him.
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“Even God wouldn’t know the answer to that,” he said. “All they’ve done
in the walled city is fight with Ethiopian Orthodox monks for their ‘right’
to the mud huts on the roof of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. They’ve
fought with bare hands, and sometimes in courts, but nobody wins such
fights in Jerusalem. The dispute itself is the goal.”

 A burly fellow in a singlet with black curly hair on fleshy arms, dark
blue stubble, and bad teeth walked by humming horribly, swinging two
empty cloth bags. I guessed he was Muslim, and probably going shopping
to the meat and spice market in the Muslim Quarter. If you should visit
here, you will find yourself in a crowded, energetic and aromatic market
where commerce has abolished secular differences. All are united by the
universal faith that requires its faithful to eat heartily. You will find every
denomination here, from the twenty or so Christian sects to every variant
of Jewish belief, to Islam, all toting shopping bags and bargaining as their
ancestors must have done centuries ago.

Look down at the bricks that pave the market, and you will see an
exposed layer of flagstone from the Roman days, still carrying the vivid
indentations of a cartwheel. Here, inside the marketplace, you might discover
the truth behind Jerusalem’s truth: in order to continue the war against each
other, Jerusalem’s religions first have to co-exist as neighbours. In the
process, war becomes just another aspect of life, like shopping for meat.

Between battles, it’s chow time. I’m not certain how my first day in the
Old City, my second day in Jerusalem, passed. I remember stepping into
a small café outside Jaffa Gate and ordering felafel and tabbouleh without
quite knowing what to expect, and being delighted by the savoury pocket
of pitta bread that flew to my table, accompanied by a tart and crunchy green
salad crowded with fresh parsley. It seemed to me later that I spent most
of the day sitting on a step near King David’s Gate, watching life and soaking
up history. But I hadn’t seen nothin’ yet.

I promised myself to get down to my quest in right earnest from the next
day: finding a family that could recount its ancestry upto the reign of Saladin.

A fixed routine slowly evolved. Astad would have left by the time
I awoke, so I would shower and dress, eat a rye cracker or two with
a cup of coffee, and then board Bus 9 upto the Central Bus Station.
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From there, I would wait for Bus 13 to take me to Jaffa Gate. En route,
I considered anyone with even a smattering of English as fair game. After
all, any of them might have been from the special family I was seeking
in the Old City.

I particularly remember a fair, portly Palestinian called Josef Aref
Abu Ghoush. After establishing that we had enough English between
us to talk for a few minutes, I told him I was from India, visiting Israel
— which always creates a small and useful empathy — and where did
he come from?

“Abu Ghoush is also the name of my village area,” he said. He was tubby
and looked a bit like a banker though he was a clerk in an office. With
an English-medium school education, he considered himself ‘cultured’, but
under his surface urbanity, there seethed anger. “Of course, we don’t have
any land in that village any more,” he said, with a mirthless smile. “We
are Palestinians. The Jews took our land away.”

He glanced sideways to see my reaction to this. I kept my face neutral.
“Hate Jews,” he said.

“Your family?” I asked, wishing to change the subject.
“My wife only,” he said. “My sons have left Israel, and are scattered

all over the world. They know where to reach me, but I don’t know any
more where they are.”

“How many sons?”
He replied, absent-mindedly, “Seventeen, I think.”

On my second day, I trekked around the Old City’s four quarters armed
with a street map and my Blue Guide to Jerusalem. I made little effort
to specifically chart a course, instead walking where my interest took me,
and now and then pausing to reorient myself. Exploring Old Jerusalem
is a bit like being a character in a giant, real-life game of Dungeons &
Dragons. Every nook carries its secret history, its blessings, special
powers, curses. There are stones here that have been made smooth by
the penitent fingers of countless sinners, and pavements grazed by the
faithful foreheads of millions.
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You turn a corner and find a hunchback with a twisted face, one eye
shut forever, for all the world like some deformed Biblical sinner whom
Christ will forgive and make whole. Elsewhere, you will nearly jump out
of your skin when a shadowy section of a wall takes an ominous step
towards you; but it will only be a young Israeli soldier, his Uzi loosely
cradled in his arms. I never got used to the sight of these young warriors,
ready for battle through every moment of peace. I would hurry past them
as fast as I could.

One moment you will be on a smooth paved road where cars can park;
the next you will have turned into an alley with narrow stone steps winding
downhill sharply. Children will be playing tag, nimbly dodging goats and
beastly tourists. Then you will pass a stone arch and find yourself in a
bazaar, a cool, deeply shaded, covered corridor, where the vendors’ faces
are sidelit by their lights. Afar you will see where you can re-emerge into
bright sunlight.

I met Bartholomew, a young investment broker from Miami, Florida,
at the mouth of an underground tunnel that leads to the Western, or
Wailing, Wall, where Jews throng to pray. Barry, a bull-necked, crew cut
giant with straw-coloured hair, was one of those hearty, bewildered Americans
who react to too much reality like a devil to holy water. The trip to Jerusalem
was a good-performance reward from his firm, and he had undertaken it
in good faith, so to speak, but now he was terrified. He had never been
to any place so disorganised and frightening as this walled city.

I noticed him first after I clicked a photograph of a peeling yellow
building with black-haired Palestinian children peering out of every
window. About five seconds later, I heard another click, like an echo of
my own camera. It was Barry, standing about ten feet away, frowning
fiercely as he tried to frame the same building in his point-and-click
camera. Catching my eye, he nodded gravely, like one viscount greeting
another. “Hey man, is this building a Jesus-building or what?” he said
half-heartedly. An utterly lost tourist.

Pretty soon we had become wandering companions. I think he was
hoping I might be able to tell him what was what in this complex
settlement.
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“Isn’t this place wild?” he enthused, as we reached via Dolorosa,
the Street of Grief, up which Jesus had carried his cross to the
crucifixion.

A small procession of pilgrims toiled uphill past us. Their leader, a
tormented, barebodied man with an unkempt French beard, was sweating
and panting as he carried a large and definitely heavy cross on his right
shoulder, in reverent imitation of Christ’s agony, a ritual atonement popular
with many Christian pilgrims.

Barry was grinning widely at this sight. “Hey man, check this out,” he
called out to me. “This is just like in the movies.”

Barry made Jerusalem manageable by reducing it to concepts of two
syllables or less; he tamed complexities by matching them with home-grown
American simplicities. At the shrine marking the spot where Pontius Pilate
had rained whiplashes on Christ, he frowned mightily for a while and then
recognised an exciting word whose meaning he knew but which he could
not pronounce: flagellation. “Church of the Flagamacallit, hey? Is this like
in, uh, Penthouse?”

I explained that this was called scourging, and was nothing like S&M.
He listened intently, and then nodded to himself: “I get it. They beat
him up.”

As we passed the magnificent St James Church in the Armenian quarter,
sonorous strains of organ wafted across a courtyard. Barry perked up:
“Where’s that music coming from? I go for that kind of music, man, back
in Miami.” Almost at once, he was distracted by the crisp aroma of meat
frying somewhere at hand. “I wanna check out sheesh kebobs, man,” he
said. “My Dad told me this is the country where they invented sheesh
kebobs, y’know. You like sheesh kebobs or what?”

But for the most part, Barry was content to stay in my vicinity, like a
well-trained mastiff, exquisitely alert to whatever photographs I took.
Occasionally, to demonstrate that he could figure things out for himself,
he would independently frame some arbitrary photograph. After some
mighty diddling with his batteries-not-included-brains-not-needed camera,
he would turn to me and say something like, “You reckon this is a good
picture or what?”
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And it was thus, ambling like two mismatched refugees from another
world, that the Indian and the Floridan finally stepped into the gravelly
forecourt of the shrine at the centre of Christendom: the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre. There were nearly as many soldiers here as tourists, and
neither seemed to mind the other. I turned to Barry, who had nervously
cached his camera in his haversack, and remarked, “This, Bartholomew,
is the shrine at the centre of Christendom. The Church of the Holy
Sepulchre.” I knew it would take him several minutes to wrap his mind
around these few concepts. Predictably, a frown appeared on his face at
once. Thoughts began to form within.

I wandered off, losing Bartholomew somewhere in the darkness of the
church. It was an enormous edifice, a medley of architectural styles imposed
by different pious Christian monarchs who wanted the key to the kingdom
themselves. The interiors were dark, and the acoustical qualities magnified
and distorted whispers and the shuffling of feet. From the stained glass on
the ceiling high above, a single Biblical shaft of light reached in, forming
a smoky pool of light within the cathedral, in which I could see a huddle
of Armenian women with their children, like refugees caught in a searchlight
while fleeing.

Where was the hill of the crucifixion? The answer was an arrow pointing
down into a basement. I followed the steps and found myself in a hall with
a large underbelly of rough rock hanging from the ceiling. It must have
been one of the outcroppings of the original Golgotha, but today it is all
that you can see of the hill. I retraced my steps back to ground level, lingered
for some minutes at the shrine marking the spot where Christ was resurrected,
and then left.

On my way out, I was ambushed by Bartholomew. The mists had
cleared from his loft by then, and he had the look of a man who had
cracked a difficult code, except for a few niggling details. “Hey, man,”
he cried, running up to me. “How did you like that place? Intense,
wasn’t it?”

I agreed that it had been that.
“Uh,” he said, reaching for the main issue, “what was that Sep-

something you mentioned earlier? Is it important?”
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“That’s the Holy Sepulchre,” I replied patiently. “Sepulchre means
tomb. Grave. Where people get buried, you know.”

Barry nodded, understanding illuminating his face. “I get it,” he said.
He cast back in his mind for a suitable analogy, and found it. “Like in
Michael Jackson’s Thriller.”

The Keykeeper’s Tale
Two old Muslim families, and the key from

an emperor that binds them to
all Christians everywhere

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre magnetised me, and I returned to it
again and again over the following days. There was an abiding peace inside
the quiet, cool sanctum which even the throng of tourists and militiamen
with guns could do nothing to disturb. Everything about the place touched
something deep inside me, from the rich fragrance of frankincense, to the
gleam of candles in the prayer-polished darkness. My original purpose, of
finding a family with ancient roots, slipped to the back of my mind.

And then on my fifth day in Jerusalem, I had a stroke of good fortune.
That morning, I stood in the courtyard of the Church, admiring the

ancient door. Over 800 years old and nearly twenty feet tall, the door stands
under a double arcade with a frieze surmounted by a twelfth century
cornice. A hoodmould of finely carved rosettes overhangs the portal’s arches.
Flanking the entrance are rebated marble triple columns with capitals and
imposts carved in floral designs. Touch the age-old carpentry, and it is
difficult not to feel a sense of awe, for this wood has known the touch of
kings and saints and sinners through history.

As I watched, the door began to move.
A ferret-faced fellow was laboriously swinging it to a half-shut position,

ostensibly to regulate the thronging pilgrim crowds. Because of his vaguely
Levantine looks, I approached to ask him if he was a Church employee.

“No,” he said briefly. “I am Wajeeh Nusseiby. A guide.”
“Then how –” I was perplexed. “How is it that no one stops you from

handling this door?”
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“I am allowed,” he said. “I am always allowed to handle this door.”
I pressed further, “By who?”
“By al-Malik al-Nasir-i-Salah al-Din al-Ayyoubi,” he said importantly,

after a pause.
Salah al-Din. The Emperor Saladin. My pulse quickened. “Can we talk

somewhere?” I asked him, hoping my excitement would not show.
Now Nusseiby was a crafty fox, and no stranger to publicity. He muttered

vaguely about being busy, and walked off, confident that I would follow
him. Eventually, he led me into a sheltered chapel within the Church, and
retrieved a briefcase from somewhere. He bade me sit, and began talking.

Over the next hour, I heard the ironic narrative of Nusseiby’s twin
legacies, one from a Sultan and the other from a Messiah. History has teased
Nusseiby by allowing him to open and shut the doors of Christianity’s
church every morning and evening, but alas, he may not keep the keys. That
honour belongs to another Jerusalem family, the Joudehs.

“How did the Joudehs become the keykeepers?” I asked.
“How do such things happen?” he said, as though it didn’t make any

difference to him. “They had more money. They must have made a donation
to the Sultan. Sultans have always understood donations clearly.”

“Are you friends, your family and the Joudehs?” I asked.
I suspected Nusseiby would not have fancied dropping in for a nice cup

of tea at the Joudehs even if they had been the last two families left in
Jerusalem.

“Of course we are friends,” he said, without emphasis, his face a mask.
“Why should we not be friends? We may meet. If the need arises. Or we may
never meet. It is the same thing either way. Friendship does not come into it.”

“How may I meet this Joudeh?” I asked delicately.
“Meet Joudeh?” he reacted sharply. “You needn’t meet Joudeh. You

have met me, you have the facts, the whole picture is before you. I have
shown you the documents, and here is the church. There is no reason for
you to waste your time further.”

The very next day, in Jerusalem’s Palestinian weekly, Al-Fajr, I stumbled
upon an unexpected wealth of historical detail about the story behind the
Church door.
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In AD 1187, Saladin threw the Crusader armies out of Jerusalem. His
advisors, still smarting from the Crusaders’ AD 1099 massacre of 70,000
Muslims at the al-Aqsa Mosque, strongly urged him to demolish the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre. Much to their chagrin, Saladin decided instead to
re-open it to devout Christians. However, to dissuade Crusaders from sneaking
back disguised as pilgrims, he declared a Muslim holiday in honour of the
Prophet Mousa to coincide with the Christian celebration of Easter. Not
only would large Muslim crowds fill the walled city at the same time as the
Christian influx, his army would also gather for displays of equestrian and
martial prowess. The day’s climax would be a procession from Jerusalem
to the Prophet Mousa’s shrine some twenty-five kilometres eastward.

In the second year after the Muslims regained control, the number of
pilgrims increased dramatically. As a precaution, Saladin ordered one of the
entrances to the Sepulchre closed permanently, and as a measure of abundant
caution, gave the keys to the Goddayehs, a noble Muslim family and ancestors
of the Joudehs. Christianity was already divided — between the Latin
Church, favoured by the Crusaders, and the Orthodox Church, which
Saladin himself supported. Saladin did not wish to appear partisan, and
besides the Goddayehs were respected by all factions of Jerusalem society.
They still have the farman — the official decree authorised with the royal
seal — that Saladin issued them.

But the Joudehs, though honoured enough to receive the keys, had a
slight problem. In the social protocols of the Arab world, they held a not
lowly place. It would be unseemly for them to be opening and shutting
doors to let crowds in. They accepted the key and then politely declined
the duty.

Another farman a few years later charged the Nusseibys with opening
and shutting the doors of the Holy Sepulchre. Wajeeh Nusseiby’s ancestor
was stung by the second-rate honour. After all, he was an Ansar, of the tribe
that had ministered to the Prophet’s needs. Why should the Joudehs get
the keys? How dare they accept?

“Originally, of course, the keys had been given to us,” confessed
Nusseiby, with the casual candour of someone letting out an accepted fact.
“That was in AD 636, long before Saladin, long before the Crusades.” He
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claims that the Roman patriarch Saffronius had handed them over to the
victorious Caliph Omar ibn al-Khatab, who had given them to the Nusseibys
for safekeeping.

“Then what happened?” I asked, genuinely perplexed.
“Well,” said Nusseiby sheepishly, “my ancestors fled Jerusalem when the

Crusaders attacked in 1099. For many years, we hid in Boreen, our village
in Nabulus. By the time we returned, the key was with the Joudehs. We
couldn’t get them back. The Sultan said we’d have to open the doors. And
that’s what we do today.”

In the darkness just before Jerusalem’s dawn, two pairs of feet crunch
across the gravel forecourt of the church that houses Jesus’ tomb.

A nightbird flying overhead would see two men walking briskly, dressed
in warm clothes against the chill air. One, the larger and clearly the elder,
has the air of a merchant banker, with imposing spectacles perched on a
generous nose, and a close-trimmed toothbrush moustache. He is Jawad
Joudeh, believed to have descended in a direct line from the Prophet
himself. In his hand, Joudeh holds the ancient keys to the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre.

Wajeeh Jacob Nusseiby el-Khazram is trotting along by his side, hurrying
to keep pace. He is shorter, light-haired and tidily dressed, almost dapper.
Joudeh and Nusseiby, almost like father and son to a casual observer, walk
north across the parvis to the massive church door. Here, at exactly 4 a.m.,
they will once again carry out their 900-year-old historic duty. As always,
there will be no one to see them, and no one to wonder at the almost divine
paradox of two Muslims, with neither self-consciousness nor arrogance,
making it possible for Christians to pray at their holiest of holies.

Joudeh will hand the thin, long iron key to Nusseiby.
Nusseiby will insert it into the church’s door and turn it.
Then, leaning with all his weight and pushing with both hands, he will

throw open the doors to Jesus’ church. The key will go back to Joudeh, who
will pocket it. A little later, he will deposit it in a secret safe nearby till eight
in the evening, when the doors close again.
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Without saying a word, the two men will return to their homes, Joudeh
perhaps to resume his interrupted sleep.

Jawad Joudeh, who fills Nusseiby with such rancour, may be found
in the small fruit and vegetable shop his son manages not far from
Damascus Gate. He speaks with urbanity, his command of English
impeccable, thanks to his education at the Anglican Bishop Gobat School
on Mount Zion. Unlike Nusseiby, Joudeh is a bit of a celebrity, occasionally
written about because of his historic office of keykeeper, and he is
accustomed to the little fame.

He confirmed in every detail what I already knew from the records, and
showed me copies of Saladin’s farman to his ancestors.

What did Joudeh feel about Nusseiby?
“What about that other man?” I asked innocently. “The one who says

the keys originally belonged to him?”
For a moment, I thought Joudeh hadn’t heard me. He was silent, but

a faint smile hovered on his face as he looked down at his shoes. “You mean
that little fellow?” he said finally, frowning as though trying to recall a
difficult name. He shrugged, waved his hand airily.

And with that, history’s winner dismissed its loser from the conversation.
I walked back from Joudeh’s fruit shop to the walled city, and ambled

for one last time quite slowly through it, passing the Church, and the
narrow streets that had somehow begun to feel like a pavement home of
sorts to me. A young Israeli soldier stopped me. “Where are you going?”
he asked me.

“Home,” I said. It was my last day in Jerusalem. And I was just hours
away from a historic meeting with the Israeli Secret Service.

A Meeting with the Mossad
A searing encounter with the world’s toughest

security service, and how the author proved
that he was no terrorist

Astad had warned me about the Mossad. “There’s a lot of them at the
airport, and they will ask you a thousand questions, even if you’re a ninety-
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year-old grandmother who can see through only one eye and has to be
moved about in a wheelchair.”

“Don’t get witty with the Mossad, darling,” said Verbrugge, the Dutch
dance teacher. “They just detest that. They might just shoot you on the spot
and be done with it.”

“Don’t try to bullshit them,” said Carter. “Don’t crack jokes. Don’t smile
too much. Speak softly, though not inaudibly. Don’t try to strike up a false
camaraderie. Don’t stay too aloof, on the other hand. This is not a bunch
of streetcops.”

When I reached Ben Gurion International Airport at Tel Aviv, it was
nearly two in the morning. The airport was deserted and I was very sleepy.
Arranging myself on a hard plastic chair in a corner, with a foot over my
mountainous suitcase, I nodded off for two hours. When I awoke, there were
soldiers everywhere. The Mossad had arrived. An announcement was directing
passengers of TWA’s Chicago flight to their security check.

As I moved to the queue, I thought about the dozen or so days gone
by. There had been the three days in Egypt, with Omar the Taxi Driver,
and the pyramids and the glorious chicken. And these eight nearly
supernatural days in the Holy City in which everything had been larger than
life, awe-inspiring, nothing ordinary about even a moment. I knew I had
been privileged to enjoy a very rare holiday. I doubted if there was anything
the Mossad could do to spoil it for me now.

“I was an ideal tourist,” I told the Fish later. “You couldn’t lay a finger
on me. I walked all over the place, observing things, taking notes, studying
the culture, learning, thinking, that sort of thing.”

The Fish, however, holds that this was precisely how a potential hijacker
would have passed his time if he had wished to remain inconspicuous. “He
would have pottered about the old walled city pretending to be mesmerised
by history and culture. The Mossad is trained to look out for exactly such
inept fellows. Don’t expect me to sympathise. I am not a whit surprised at
what happened to you.”

What happened was that I was finally introduced to a grim sort of
Mossad operative, possibly from their Firearms Division, at Tel Aviv’s
Ben Gurion International Airport. We conversed for a longish interval
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while I good-naturedly let him satisfy himself that I was no malcontent
or bomb expert or anything like that. After this, pleased with his
findings, he let me leave Israel. We parted as friends, with no hard
feelings on either side.

I just thought I’d give you some of the details of this encounter, so
that you may judge for yourself how terribly off the mark the Fish is
in his views.

A timid-looking youth, with crew cut hair and an apologetic style of
talking approached and invited me to place my baggage on the inspection
bench. Smiling cooperatively, I did so.

The interrogation began.
“So you have been long in Israel?” he asked me.
“Eight days and a few hours,” I replied.
“Been here before?”
“No, as a matter of fact. First visit.”
“Why did you come?”
“Oh… I have always wanted to come to Israel,” I volunteered. This

sounded tame. “You have such a history, such a past.” Sounded thin. “A
very intense civilisation. I have read all about it in the National Geographic,
and I was keen -”

He cut in with, “So, did you see the sound and light show at King David’s
Gate of the walled city?”

“Actually, no.”
“Did you visit the Knesset?”
“Didn’t quite manage it, I’m afraid.”
“How did you like the Museum of the Holocaust?”
“Odd, couldn’t get around to seeing that particular one, really.”
“What did you see in Israel then?”
“Well — I walked about a good deal within the old walled city. That

was what I did, walked about a lot.”
“Walked about?” he said, plainly sceptical now. “For eight days you

walked about? In the old walled city?”
“When you come down to it, as a matter of fact, that is just about what

I did,” I affirmed.
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He rifled through my passport and discovered that I had come in via
Egypt. “How many days did you spend in Cairo?”

“Three days.”
“Do you know anyone there?”
“I do now,” I said, paying tribute to my well-known ability to strike up

friendships wherever I go. Then, realising that he might consider this an
unnecessarily witty answer, I said, more seriously, “No, officer, I know no
Egyptians.”

“Then what did you do there for three whole days?”
“Well, I saw the pyramids…”
“That’s half a day.”
“…and then I, well, sort of, you know, went for a stroll around Cairo

a bit. I like walking around quite a lot, actually.”
Later, analysing this, the Fish pointed out that “walking about” is probably

the answer most terrorists give when asked to explain their whereabouts at
different times. “They are amazingly unimaginative people,” he told me.
“Years of homelessness have destroyed their geographical skills, and they
cannot tell you anything about their whereabouts. You unwittingly made
yourself a perfect target. In my opinion, the Mossad must have viewed you
as a total turkey.”

The Mossad man, who had till now not dropped his mask of deference,
motioned me to wait, and walked across the large hall. I noted that there
were other passengers at fifteen or so benches parallel to mine, and each
was being given the full treatment by a Mossad sergeant.

Quite damp about the forehead by now, I waited. There was some South
Indian coffee powder in a sealed plastic bag in my suitcase. What if they thought
it was gelignite? Or cocaine? Such thoughts flashed through my mind.

Presently a short, pugnacious officer click-clacked up to me. He was
clearly a senior fellow, for he held a gun. Through years of practice he had
perfected the art of simultaneously intimidating several passengers at different
benches, using a sort of batch processing method.

“Where did you stay in Jerusalem?” he barked at me briskly. I took it
that I had been found guilty of something by now, and that it was just a
question of establishing the details.
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“Beit Belgia on the university campus,” I said, equally briskly. I didn’t
want to appear as though I was searching for the answer.

“Do you know some students?”
“No, I have an Indian friend at the campus.”
“What does he do?”
“He is a Kathakali dancer.”
“What is this?”
“An ancient Indian military dance form, from the southern state of

Kerala, involving a lot of make-up and giant masks…”
“A military dance? What is this fellow doing teaching a military dance

in Jerusalem?”
I knew I was really in it by now.
“Do you dance?”
“No.”
“Are you in the army?”
“No, not at all, sir.”
“What is the Beit Belgia phone number?”
“Er… I don’t really know. I never had reason to call up Beit Belgia.”
“Show me a receipt for your stay.”
“I’m afraid I don’t have one. I was an unofficial guest of my dancer friend.

Slept on the floor. The lodge does not allow extra guests, but made an
exception in my case. They billed him twenty-five dollars extra for me. I paid
him in cash.”

“His name?”
I told them.
The deferential young man sprinted off, ostensibly to call Beit Belgia and

confirm all this. He came back presently, shaking his head, as though it was
all over for me. I guessed no one had answered the phone at that hour.

“How did you travel to the old city every day?” continued the pug-like
officer.

“Bus number 9.”
“That only goes up to the Central Bus station.”
“Yes,” I said eagerly. “It does. Then I would change to bus number 13

to King David’s Gate.”
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“What is your profession?”
“A journalist,” I said, with some pride. “I write.”
“You are an Indian journalist?” he said, as though I had finally strained

his credulity to the hilt. “I think you will have to come with us.”
By now a group of people were watching with unconcealed curiosity.

I was led into a large room by the Deferential Young Officer, who told me
he was only a trainee — and presumably not very good yet at intimidating
chaps. In the room, where I was the only other person, my bag was placed
on a large stainless steel platform somewhat like an operating table, and
opened carefully. Every item in the suitcase was meticulously removed and
placed separately. When it was all out, including the coffee powder, each
item was individually passed through an X-ray machine.

Yea, even unto each separate Liberty underwear.
The process took about forty-five minutes.
Then it was all over.
Smiling broadly now, the Mossad sergeant approached me with his hand

outstretched. I waited tensely. “You are free to go,” he said. I knew the
game: they would mercilessly gun me down as I sprinted towards the
aircraft. Shot while trying to escape. “We are sorry that this may have
inconvenienced you a little. We wish to give you a small token of our regret.
With the compliments of Mossad.”

It was a small ugly pen made in Taiwan.
I have still not dared open it.
After all, it might be a bomb.

Challah

I saw this divinely twisted bread first in Jerusalem, while visiting an old British
couple who had settled down there. I encountered the name for the second time

while reading an account of an employment and free housing project in New York:
it appeared baking challah was one of their sources of income. So when we came

upon the recipe for challah in a book on the Middle East, Shilpa gave this distinctive
pretzel a go.
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Ingredients:

To make two loaves

5˚ — 6˚ cups flour, unsifted

3 tbsps sugar

1˚ tsp salt

1 package dry active yeast

˚ cup butter (or margarine), softened

A pinch powdered saffron

1 cup warm water (120o - 130o F)

4 eggs (at room temperature)

1 tsp cold water

˚ tsp poppy seeds

Method:

1. Combine 1˘ cups flour, sugar, salt, and yeast in a large bowl. Mix in the softened
butter. Stir the saffron into the warm water until it dissolves. Add a little at a time

to the flour mixture and blend thoroughly. Beat for two minutes with an electric
mixer at medium speed, scraping the bowl occasionally.

2. Separate the yolk and white of 1 egg. Blend the single egg white and the other
3 whole eggs into the batter. Reserve the single egg yolk. Stir half a cup of flour

into the batter and beat at high speed for two minutes, scraping the bowl occasionally.

3. Blend in enough additional flour to make a soft dough. Knead the dough on a
lightly floured board for about 8 to 10 minutes, or until it is smooth and elastic.
Place the dough in a greased bowl, turning it once to grease the top. Cover and

allow the dough to rise in a warm, draft-free place until it doubles in bulk
(approximately 1 hour).

4. Flour a pastry board lightly and set the dough on it. Divide the dough into two
equal portions. Divide each portion into two pieces, using one-third of the dough

for one piece and two-thirds of the dough for the other. Divide the larger piece
into three equal portions. Roll each of these into 12-inch ropes. Braid the lengths

together tightly, using your fingers to press the dough together at the ends.
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5. Divide the smaller piece into three equal portions. Roll each of these into 10-
inch lengths and braid tightly. Place the smaller braid on top of the larger one and

seal the ends. Repeat this process to form the second loaf.

6. Place both braided loaves on a greased baking sheet. Mix the reserved single egg
yolk with 1 teaspoon cold water and brush the top of the loaves with this mixture.
Sprinkle on the poppy seeds, and let the loaves rise until double in bulk in a warm,

draft-free place (approximately 1 hour). Bake in a preheated 400oF oven for 20 to
25 minutes. Remove from the oven and cool on wire racks.

Hummus bi Tahina
(Chickpea with Tahina)

My first meal on my first day in Old Jerusalem included hummus and the wonderful
crunchy tabbouleh salad. Both are easy to make, and make not only wonderful
accompaniments to most Middle Eastern meals, but also good starters (or mezze,

as they are known).

Ingredients:

120-180 gms chickpea, soaked overnight

Juice of 2-3 lemons

2-3 cloves garlic

150 ml tahina paste (sesame paste)

Garnish

1 tbsp olive oil

1 tsp paprika

1 tbsp finely chopped parsley
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Method

1. To make the tahina paste, grind 150 ml of sesame seeds until they reach a creamy,
white consistency. Do not add water.

2. Boil the soaked chickpea in fresh water for about 1 hour, or until they are soft.
Drain the chickpeas, reserving the cooking water, and put aside a few whole ones

to garnish the dish.

3. Press the rest through a sieve or pound them in a mortar; or better still, use an

electric mixer or blender to reduce them to a puree. In this case, you will have to
pour the lemon juice and a little of the cooking water into the bowl or container
first to provide enough liquid for the blending to be successful. Add the remaining

ingredients and blend to a creamy paste, adding more water if necessary. If you
are blending by hand, crush the garlic cloves with salt, add them to the crushed

chickpea and pound them together until they are well mixed.

4. Add the tahina paste gradually, followed by the lemon juice, and mix vigorously.
If the paste seems too thick, beat in a little water to thin it to the consistency of

a creamy mayonnaise. Keep tasting and adjusting the seasoning, adding more lemon
juice, garlic or salt if necessary.

5. Pour the hummus bi tahina into a flat serving dish and dribble a little red paprika
mixed with olive oil over the surface. Sprinkle with chopped parsley, and arrange
a decorative pattern of whole chickpeas on top. Serve as a dip with Arab bread

or pitta.




